Info Session: funding opportunities with the Innovative Medicines Initiative
Barcelona, Spain – Friday 28 June 2013
Montjuïc Exhibition Centre
8:30 – 14:00

8:30 - 9:00  Registration

9:00 – 9:20  Welcome and introduction
Michel Goldman, Executive Director, IMI
Marta Gomez Quintanilla, Vice-Chair of the IMI States Representatives Group (SRG)

Session 1 – IMI and Spain – working in partnership

Session Chair
Marta Gomez Quintanilla

9:20 – 9:40  Tackling toxicology – the eTOX project
Ferran Sanz, Professor of Biostatistics and Biomedical Informatics, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

9:40 – 10:00  Research for pain relief – the Europain project
Jordi Serra, Neuroscience Technologies

10:00 – 10:15  Questions & Answers / Discussion

10:15 – 10:45  Break

Session 2 – Getting involved in IMI’s projects – practical tips

Session chairs
Ruxandra Draghia-Akli, Director, Health Directorate, DG Research & Innovation, European Commission
Peter Andersen, Chair, EFPIA Research Directors Group

10:45 – 10:55  An introduction to IMI’s Call procedures
Colm Carroll, Scientific Project Manager, IMI

10:55 – 11:05  Financial and intellectual property rules
Magali Poinot, Legal Manager, IMI

11:05 – 11:20  Top tips on writing a successful proposal
Michel Goldman, Executive Director, IMI

11:20 – 11:40  Questions & Answers

11:40 – 12:10  Forthcoming Calls for proposals – overview of topics
Peter Andersen, Chair, EFPIA Research Directors Group

12:10 – 12:30  Questions & Answers

12:30 – 14:00  Lunch